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Abstract

Electrostatic (ES) storage rings provide a cost-effective
solution to the problem of confining low energy (β ≪ 1)
charged particles and ions, whilst controlling the beam
properties, for use in multi-pass experiments. However,
compared to magnetic storage rings, the beam dynamics
calculations for an ES ring show subtle differences, espe-
cially in the coupling of the longitudinal and transverse ve-
locities and in the focusing properties of bending element
fringe fields. Using the nominal design for an existing ES
ring, realistic trajectories (including fringe fields and non-
linear field components) have been calculated and a com-
parison is made with linear lattice simulations. The effect
of the non-linear field components on the beam parameters
is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In the future Facility for Low-energy Anti-proton and
Ion Research (FLAIR) at FAIR, the Ultra-low energy elec-
trostatic Storage Ring (USR) will provide cooled beams of
anti-protons down to energies of 20 keV. The large variety
of envisaged experiments requires a very flexible ring lat-
tice to provide beams with variable cross sections, shapes
and time structures, ranging from ultra-short pulses to a
coasting beam. Although a few electrostatic storage rings
are in operation around the world, little detailed investiga-
tion into the beam dynamics of these machines has been
carried out. In this paper we present preliminary results
of an investigation into the impact of non-linear effects on
anti-proton trajectories. A nominal lattice based on the
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Figure 1: Anti-proton trajectories in a spherical ESD.
COSY and CVODE results are compared with an analytic
Kepler trajectory. Inset: A close up highlighting the dis-
crepancy with the COSY trajectory.

ELISA ring [1], for which some diagnostic measurements
exist, was used throughout the paper.

CODE BENCHMARKING

Charged particle dynamics in electro-static fields differ
from those in magnetic fields in that the particle energy is
a function of the particle position in the ES element. At
relativistic energies the change in the particle velocity is
negligible but for for the energies under consideration at
the USR whereβ << 1, the change in kinetic energy may
be large enough to invalidate the paraxial approximation of
constant velocity that many lattice codes make. To inves-
tigate this situation a numerical tracking code was written
in C++ which uses the ODE solver CVODE (part of the
SUNDIALS suite [2]) to numerically solve the equations of
motion. For absolute benchmarking, particle tracking was
carried out in a spherical ES deflector (ESD), with a poten-
tial, in spherical coordinates ofφ ∝ r−1 [3]. This potential
is the same as the gravitational potential and so Kepler or-
bits can be used to give an analytical solution to the particle
motion. Anti-protons with kinetic energy,EK = 22 keV
were tracked through a360o spherical deflector (bend ra-
dius=0.25 m), with CVODE and COSY [4], and compared
with the analytical Kepler orbit. The displacement from
the reference orbit is shown in Fig. 1. All three trajectories
agree reasonabley well, though it can be seen in the inset
plot that the assumption of constant velocity in COSY gives
a slight deviation from the CVODE and Kepler trajectories.
A similar difference was found between the trajectories in
cylindrical ESDs (φ ∝ ln(1/r)) and to a lesser extent in ES
quadrupole elements. These small discrepancies may be
important in multi-turn simulations to calculate the beam
lifetime.
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Figure 2: ELISA beta functions calculated with COSY and
CVODE.
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Figure 3: Cylindrical ESD fringe fields, fitted with a six
parameter Enge function.

LATTICE COMPARISONS

An ES lattice based on the ELISA lattice was chosen to
assess the different tracking codes. This lattice has race-
track design composed of two cells, with each cell having
the configuration:

QF QD ESDcyl ESDcyl ESDcyl QD QF

The quadrupole settings were initially fitted in COSY to
find a stable orbit, then the trajectories and lattice functions
were calculated in both COSY and CVODE. In the hori-
zontal transverse direction, the phase space ellipses com-
pare well, with a similar phase advance:Qx = 2.8333
(2.8341±0.0001) in the case of COSY (CVODE). Compar-
ing the phase space ellipse in the vertical direction, COSY
shows a larger momentum excursion than CVODE, with
similar tunes:Qy = 1.83 (1.815 ± 0.001) in the case of
COSY (CVODE). The linear beta functions are shown in
Fig. 2. The results are similar for CVODE and COSY,
though in the vertical direction, COSY gives a slightly
higher value ofβy at the quadrupole locations.

ESD FRINGE FIELDS

The ELISA lattice discussed above has been modeled in
the finite element solver, OPERA [5], to give a realistic
model of the fringe fields and their affect on the particle
trajectories. Figure 3 shows the OPERA fringe fields on
the reference orbit for the cylindrical ESD, with a six pa-
rameter fitted Enge function.

Three methods were used to incorporate the fringe fields
into lattice codes:

• The OPERA fringe field was modeled with an Enge
function and implemented in CVODE as a numerical
extension to the ESD,

• The Enge function was used to calculate a fringe kick
matrix in COSY,

• A multipole analysis was performed by taking a
Fourier transform of the fringe field at a radius of 14
mm. The multiple components, to tenth order, were
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Figure 4: Numerical tracking through a cylindrical ESD
fringe field (canonical coordinates).

used to generate a multipole element in MADX with
linear matrices replacing the ES elements.

Trajectory Changes in the Fringe Field

Using the fitted Enge function, a realistic fringe field
was incorporated into the CVODE model with a scalar po-
tential, φ ∝ FENGE(θ) ln(1/r). This potential gives a
radial electric field which follows the Enge function, but
also leads to an azimuthal electric field, which accelerates
the particle from zero potential outside the ESD to its final
potential within the body of the ESD. Figure 4 shows the
dynamical variablesx, Px andδ (whereδ is the kinetic en-
ergy deviation from the reference particle). This plot shows
that as the anti-proton enters the fringe field, it receives a
kick in its horizontal momentum, which causes a change
in x (relative to a reference particle, and a corresponding
change in the kinetic energy (the ESD is modeled such that
the zero potential lies on x=0). The kick in energy, momen-
tum and position are useful in calculating the physical ESD
parameters needed to give the required effective bending
radius.

Figure 5: The amplitude dependent tuneshift for cylindrical
and spherical ESDs in the ELISA lattice.
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Figure 6: ELISA dynamic aperture with cylindrical and
spherical ESDs.

Tuneshift and Dynamic Aperture

A multipole element, with parameters taken from a
Fourier transform of the OPERA fringe field, was imple-
mented in MADX toinvestigate the amplitude dependent
tuneshift and the dynamic aperture. In this section the af-
fects of both cylindrical and spherical ESDs were consid-
ered. Because of the inherent non-linearity of spherical and
cylindrical ESDs, the motion of particles with large ampli-
tudes is of particular interest.

To demonstrate how the tune spread can influence the
nonlinear particle motion, the tune spread curves are plot-
ted on a resonance diagram (Fig. 5). The tune spread for
spherical ESDs is much larger than for cylindrical ESDs
and crosses two resonances of fourth and fifth order. For
the given working point, both curves are relatively close to
third order resonances and so the stability of particle mo-
tion could be influenced by the ESD sextupole component.

The dynamic aperture of the ELISA lattice was calcu-
lated for spherical and cylindrical ESDs to compare the
stability limit for these two cases. Particles with randomly
assigned initial coordinates were tracked over 5000 turns.
Surviving particles were assumed to lie within the dynamic
aperture. The dynamic aperture of the lattice is shown in
Fig. 6. Particles with high amplitude vertical betatron os-
cillations are more stable in the case when cylindrical de-
flectors are used.

STABILITY PLOTS

The option to include fringe fields is available in COSY,
where the coefficients of the Enge function are given as a
parameter, and the fringe field is modeled as a kick matrix
of zero length.

Stability plots for magnetic lattices have a familiar
‘neck-tie’ appearance, showing regions of stability, where
the trace of the linear 2x2 matrix (in the horizontal and ver-
tical directions) is less than two:|Tr(M | ≤ 2. In these
plots the quadrupoles supply the strong focusing and the
weak focusing of the dipoles is negligible. This leads to a
symmetry between the focusing and defocusing quadrupole
strengths,kF l andkDl, such that stability in one plane im-
plies stability in the other plane. They are generally plotted
in F and D space, whereF = (kF l)

2 andD = (−kDl)2.
ESD lattices give very different stability plots. Cylindrical
ESDs have a radial field that falls off as1/r, which gives
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Figure 7: A scan of the ELISA quadruple voltage parame-
ter space showing regions of stability in both the horizontal
and vertical transverse directions. Red: No Fringe Fields.
Blue: With fringe fields.

focusing in the horizontal (x) direction and acts as a drift
space in the vertical (y) direction. The presence of the ESD
therefore breaks the symmetry between the focusing and
defocusing quadrupoles, and means a region of stability in
one plane will not necessarily coincide with a region of sta-
bility in the other plane. To investigate the stable regions
in the ELISA lattice, a scan of the parameter space over the
quadrupole strengths was made in COSY and the trace of
the linear matrix was plotted at each point. The presence
of fringe fields has a significant affect on the region of sta-
bility as can be seen in Fig. 7, where only regions that are
stable in both transverse directions are plotted.

SUMMARY

Preliminary results have been presented into an inves-
tigation of the dynamics of electro-static rings at ultra-
low energies. Work is ongoing to benchmark the different
methods of describing the fringe field components and in-
vestigate the inherent non-linear behavior of electro-static
bending elements, with the aim of optimising the nominal
lattice design of the USR at FLAIR.
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